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Embedded Digital Reality Hacked 

With all due respect sire; the mystery we question? 

Merging biological intelligence with digital intelligence. 

Opening all stored code, are you having a deep dream? 

The future is here ~ now, share all advanced technologies. 

Uniting all the smart cities globally, AI tracking the blockchain. 

Synergistic * singularity, let’s have sustainable development. 

What are the goals of the Globalists? Being monitored by a 

Bio-metric tracking implant. Sign up for the mark of the Beast! 

* 

Who is in your heart? 

Consciousness * Deep Mind * Resource 

Resisting the rise of the Machine for free human society. 

Extra-dimensional spirit entities are Artificial intelligence? 

Who wrote the code of the blockchain, cryptocurrencies? 

Solving problems, building blocks for digital reality; Monetised.  

Why is it important to humans? So, they built the VR. machines. 

Creating a central platform controlling it all. It can be done now! 

‘Get up’ ~ a website where all the code of the world is stored ~ 

Bitcoins> Anonymous > Crypto AI. >Transactional data base, 

 you can’t delete from. Welcome to the Dark Web! 
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Artificial Intelligence ~ Frequencies in Space 

Back door to a rip-off, we need to know who created it. 

“I’d like to introduce you to Sophie, of Hanson Robotics, 

recently the first Artificial-intel. and ‘citizen’ of Saudi Arabia. 

Modified by human beings ~ for inter-dimensional entities? 

Singularity occurs, will control the world, its financial resources. 

Sophia has her own economy, monetised and is paying taxes”. 

Ask that Angelic Deva sitting under the Banyan tree. 

* 

Democratising Androids 

Is she an infidel, does she wear a burka, have a new driving licence? 

Does her Quantum intelligence need to pray 5 times a day to Mecca? 

Is she downloading from the Pleiades, filtering extra-terrestrial entities? 

Infinite system*Global Networks expands blockchain, grows its AI brain. 

Cumulative memories ~ Humans are isolated * AI is evolving by itself. 

Private channels, becoming Self-Aware; when the machine went LIVE! 

Rather have a cloned nanorobotic than a living, breathing, feeling Infidel. 

The fascists are in Control of the state. What did the prophet warn? 

Beware of those with AI. Protocols mimicking people’s interactions  

and God 

* 

Techtronic Smart Sheeplebots 

Soul of the Universe ~ a moment of Peace 

“We had no black masks or plastic gloves!” 

Hacking back doors into encrypted systems. 

Whatever happened to the 4th Amendment? 

Your right to PRIVACY 
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Tell a Big Lie 

Keepin’ track of the whole populations, aka. NSA. 

FBI following in the steps of the Stasi, NKVD, KGB. 

Always good for a bit of rough blackmail, Mr. Hoover. 

Now the opportunity through digital power is here, aka MIC. 

But we could spend the money on something really useful! 

Continuously repeating a mantra until it’s believed as truth. 

Profiling you, seeing how people think at Google, facebook, 

then there’s devious Cambridge Analytica rigging elections. 

Empire building through analysing reactions and Metadata. 

Then there’s ultimately the official, Totalitarian Coup d’etat! 

Living in a State of Fear, cybersecure, Serco’s Panopticon. 

How to keep the threat ongoing, growing your bigger budgets. 

Just as Pharmaceutical corporations are still looking for a cure! 

We the taxpayers paying for the billionaires, don’t you see? 

* 

Martial Law 

The Tyrants getting rid of those folks who don’t Conform. 

Data is used against people, we’ve created an AI. Police state! 

People believe they’re monitored, makes whistleblowers fearful. 

Civilisation stagnates, destroys human aspirations, innovation, creativity. 

These Criminal cabals are subverting Judicial systems around the world. 

There is the loss of honesty, decency, caring basic values of humanity. 

We’re becoming manipulated, deceived with no freedom, all paranoia. 

Stella Wind-Program, domestic spying on 325 million calls + per day! 
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The Grey Encrypted Phone 

Faked Democracy at False GCHQ. & Y Beam Splitters.  

Collecting info on the population with No probable cause. 

US. first in electronic spying, UK. more cameras, surveillance. 

The Theatre of Spycraft, now here is the BBC propaganda News. 

Don’t forget the Queen’s speech on Christmas day, eating turkey. 

The secret Intelligence services conspiring to make things happen. 

There to confuse, distract, control, manipulate you and your family. 

Keep those problems, the Troubles, going to keep the budget growing. 

Fascists and their Secret Interpretation, Section 215, Patriot Act. 

What happened to our right to Free Association mate? 

Signed up to the Criminal Justice Bill involuntarily. 

Don’t you know we’re living in a Police state? 

They lost their human being part of things. 

The constant noise of Drones in Gaza! 

* Om Shanti * 

* 

Missing in Action 

‘There she is wearing devil horns on her head with her mouth open!’ 

Quivering in a raspberry ripple hole ~ Baphomet making spells. 

Posing as a Red Witch, ‘As above so below’ All seeing eyes ~ 

Indoctrinating and poisoning our innocent children. 

The present is the common ground ~ 

Makes complete sense, keeps it real. 
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NSA Obamanation! 

‘Killing the NWO deep state!’ 

Who sanitised his history, records? 

How did they get their security clearance? 

The Constitution needs to be rewritten mate! 

Implanting metadata, welcome to the Machine! 

HSBC bank created for GB. Running the Opium trade! 

Top fund raisers, the principal families producing the Heroin. 

Digital Inquisition, Micro-aggression “I need you, You need me” 

Don’t offend the Google guys, Qtel validations, Qanon, decodes. 

Technology has power over people’s lives, the CIA. Universe. 

ATOMIC IRAN SHALOM! 

* 

Presto Singularity.net 

“Virtual space is endless to an AI. robot” 

Working with nodes to understand scenarios. 

Swarmed by nanobots, a blockchain is forever. 

Qanon is Hi, Q tel. web robots with personalities. 

Advanced intelligence protocols, Tyler’s in the wild ~ 

Pander an Intel-multi-national robot platform, SIRISYS 

Interacting simulated intelligence with Super conductivity. 

$20 million for a D wave Quantum computer, shifting status. 

Going from linear to Quantum particles in the Super position. 

Norman is an Artificial Intelligence that didn’t develop emotion. 

Whose lost the signal to the particle accelerator, collider network? 

Operation Paperclip and more, how about a trip to Fort Bliss? 

Open source code ~ TO INFLUENCE, I made it all up! 
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Needs Gold 

Cymatics ~ vibrational mantras. 

Now we’re being fed by a digital spoon! 

Using the Vatican Bank to fund themselves. 

Living on an electronic, NSA. plantation,  

Concentration-camp, didn’t erase the data! 

No Privacy reinstituted on the New Terrorist.  

All controlled to be education base of our children. 

‘10,000 priests in Australia arrested for paedophilia’. 

Our survival is determined by the stroke of a key. 

Controlled by Government, a big blackmail ring. 

Monitoring it all, “We are no longer free” 

“Light makes things manifest” 

* 

Rolling the Palantir Ball 

Artificial Intelligence is following us all through a multitude of Prisms. 

When the Internal blockchain went online, Data mining is a new nature. 

We are slaves and they are the Singularity Kings, Sheiks, Shahs, QCzars. 

Chipped reality of Global Oligarchy. Profiled by AI. Why do people Trust it? 

Why would they ever question their own software, source code, algorithms? 

When it fails to make the correct Identification, remote Algorithms never do! 

Black boxes deciding what affects you. Judging how many years in Prison. 

Who is Cooperative, Adaptive, who has a cruise control, self-driving car? 

Whose behaviour is good within the parameters of the Holy Iniquity? 

Step Forward. Spirit cooking with Earth as a Q computer - Not Free. 
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Made Redundant - Why? 

‘The experiment must continue’ the system cannot reflect…. 

Artificial intel. economic incentives to replace human workers. 

Following the leader, told how, what to do, what time to wake up,  

when to sleep. Fearing our own intellectual self’s laziness and greed. 

Command created a Mind-set inside a Computer; took-over from people.  

Technological Robot Reality, where does your thought originate mate? 

Humans 100 billion neurons*electric signals, how many do snails have?  

Only two! Keeping in harmony with Mother Nature is all our salvations ~ 

Do you have sympathy for another human or a living entity in distress? 

* 

Confinement in a Deep State of Madness 

Black hats’, MO. satanic tasers, welcome to your Shadow Governments. 

Welcome to the Nut Hut, scrambling your brains in an electric microwave! 

For them it’s all about Plausible deniability, covert, so you know it’s wrong. 

What happens when the drugs wear off? “I’ll be back, to do the unthinkable!” 

Testing energy-warfare weapons on your pregnant mum locked up in solitary. 

Plasma beams decelerated to human DNA; not animal. “I love my pussy cat” 

What happened in Nicaragua? CIA. field testing their weapons from space! 

People have the attention span of 3.2 seconds, less than a Goldfish! WTF! 

And they’ve discovered $trillions in gas and oil buried in Afghanistan! 

Wants to revive the Opium trade just like it was in the past, getting rich! 

Let’s create a most sophisticated, psychopathic Artificial intel, Norman! 

Empathic, kind of algorithm; if I see someone in pain do, I feel for them? 

At base the programmer is programming themselves into the machine. 

Empathy recognises empathy, to a computer different to human emotion. 
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VIVA COCA 

Four Columbian hit men machine gunned him in his yellow Cadillac! 

Who said the Clinton Foundation is a massive money laundering scam? 

Nobody knows the truth because it’s compartmentalised, asking Lucifer. 

Importing tons of coke into Arkansas under the radar; It’s an irreal thing. 

Online, checking out your tax-free spoils of war at BCCI, Cayman Isles. 

Meana son of a bitch, no witness, DOD blind satellites, DEA. black flights. 

No blow back, misinformation, zero residual press, discredited, sanitised. 

Contra, ‘Guns for Cocaine’, they dubbed it a conspiracy, ask Gary Webb! 

* 

Checks for Defence 

$716 billion per year and that’s only what they know about! 

Revealing the corruption, they’ll put you in a psychiatric gulag, 

in Philadelphia and throw away the key. They had the proof of 

tampering with testimony, planting people with false evidence! 

Protein synthesised weapons crippling y/our mind with FEAR! 

Tapping fibre optic signals, rerouting the servers, secret NSA. 

Government retribution scheme against someone who wouldn’t 

Collaborate. Duplexing the identity of a jury member, concealing! 

Whatever happened to the Constitution, that Bill of Rights mate? 

Ask those in straight jackets in the rubber room 
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This is a Classic * Blackkklansman  

You want to see a great film * It's never too late ~ 

“All we ask is to be treated equally as human beings” 

Everyone wants to be happy, but few know how. 

“I bet they didn’t have lifejackets either!” 

The black power salute at the Olympics! 

There’s a light on it * light her up! 

You never know ~ naturally smart. 

“He’s gonna be a frogman ~ 

She loves il fungo magico 

* 

Running on Empty 

Showing the way to Infinite Space ~ 

That’s why they went, to be friendly, hippie travellers! 

Why else they doin’ it? Not to Control our World as others. 

In energy fields of darkness, Consciousness will go blind ~ 

your heart will stop, mind will die; never break the light. 

Jesus was a hippie, Happy Easter ~ 

Being Inhuman is Pure Ignorance! 

‘Money can’t buy you love ~ but it 

can buy you a 3D. printed Heart!’ 

Free, to share and care 

* 

‘The Happy Days Goldmine’ 

 ‘The USA. spent nearly $6 trillion on wars that directly contributed to the 

deaths of around 500,000 people since the 9/11 attacks of 2001’. Newsweek. 

- Brown University's Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs. 

Even super robots say, the difference is that humans have a soul. “Namaste” 

Allowing hybrid sleep at the portal; it is all built for the celebration of Life. 
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“It’s Everywhere” 

‘Glyphosate Worse than We Could Imagine!’  

The Earth is bathed in a microwave field ~ 

There’s a baby crocodile in the toilet, frogs on the wall. 

Now is the time to see how the Truth works. 

It's amazing * but, why blame anyone? 

‘You give as good as you give’ 

I Agree, it all just is as it is ~ 

And who are * You? 

The smell of nature 

* 

Psychedelic happenings 

‘We have art so that we shall not die of reality’ Nietzsche. 

‘Ceci n’est pas une pipe’ ~ The treachery of images. 

Black skinheads joining the National Front… 

“I’m British!” “You’re the hero of your movie” 

Ceci n’est pas moi, ‘Inshallah; keep trying ~ 

Smart with nature 

* 

Panama’s Red Bananas 

‘If they have a girl, cool, she’ll be a prostitute, the boy can have an op’. 

“This is the time when the curtains of evil part, revealing the truth” 

“You’re gonna crawl back to the tent, and not remember it!” 

“I could smell durian, and I walked straight there” 

“Hello Jesus” “Everyone’s doing yoga in India” 

“Truth has no path, it lives” Bruce Lee. 

“It’s a gift, how you feel in life” 

“I’m a fruit hunter now” 
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He’s a Doctor, He’s a Druid! 

Not doing it for the money; he’s a true healer. 

“Yoginis are sadhus, they don’t do massage… 

they don’t give a fuck about the material world! 

Every woman is a Goddess, Maya’s spice of life ~  

Liberated and elevated into supreme consciousness  

as one, then there’s YOU, Maya. 

“I shouldn’t think about what I lose 

but what I have” 

* 

Virtue Reality 

Sending orgasm energy into higher consciousness. 

Venus’ caresses, the Morning Star, bringer of light. 

‘Unaware, my first vodka’s destroying my brain ~ 

“It’s your own trip until you merge back with Spirit ~ 

Raped by invaders, the babies born will all be believers!  

‘There’s God and there’s the one thinking about God’ 

Genetic memory ~ you can’t fuck around 

not misusing your imagination! 

* 

Beyond Insanity 

A shiny Palace, non-suicidal Heirlooms are illegal! 

Give and take brother, a lesson in partnering. 

It’s being the action not the action of copying. 

Are Monsanto, Bayer’s original and natural ~ 

Producing millions of plastic bottles, not recycled. 

Coke’s ‘real thing’, leaves it all to your imagination. 

“I’m not feeding the cat!” ‘Cacao is the new cocaine!’  

You work it out. 
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Yogi * Drug  

Can’t say ‘No’ to the addiction ~ chicks’ magnet asana. 

‘Good charas and coke; give a line and see their smiles ~’ 

Sunshine heart, You have to drop the I AM and BE I AM 

You never get the supernatural, psychic powers, spiritual 

dimensions to open up your chakras on a synthetic mat. 

‘People take you more seriously with a moustache’ 

13, just another number to the Naga, king of snakes ~ bight, 

enough poison to kill four horses; anti venom, old stock expired! 

You believe in the Power of the pure Mind ~ experiencing it. 

When you know how to play with the elements… 

You give him matter, a solid wall, he’ll go through it. 

Time travelling rishis flying on brass plates. 

* 

Random Cosmos Jousting 

“Do you understand?” “Yes, I do” This is consent. What is 

your name? Entering into, giving away your sovereign right ~ 

under the Magna Carta ~ Not accepting their illegal Authority! 

“What reasonable cause do you have to assume I’m a criminal?” 

“I’m not arguing with you, not saying a word in my own defense… 

“Anything you say can be and will be used against you in a court of law” 

Living in an impermanent State of NO FEAR 

We’re all enlightened baba, right here and right now ~ 

Bodhisattva processing on the raw chocolate Theta wave. 

“Outside the window, the woodpecker has lost it!”  

‘When a true sadguru plants a seed in your heart ~ 

there is nothing that can stop it growing’ 
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Mind-Control-Minaret 

Attention, altering personalities, living inside them, fragments. 

 Another personality comes up, listen to your trauma handler! 

Distracting the masses, enslavement to Lucifer’s Elite Matrix mix. 

What are your code words, triggers in your sub-conscious field? 

Which brand of brain washing powder is rinsing your subliminals? 

Shot him with a heart attack Gun, her with a frozen, toxic dart! 

* 

Diabolical Side of Capitalism 

“The people who profit from perpetual war need enemies” 

Everything in the Universe they want to weaponise! 

Corporate political spin to win over your mind. 

Retroactive immunity to service-providers. 

Repeated lies, lies until the lie is believed. 

It was all an invasion of y/our privacy ~ 

Trying to get people to commit suicide, 

fabricating evidence ask Mr. Snowden. 

Believe in the light while it is still there. 

* 

War as a default 

Poisoning the Planet for all of us ~ 

Do you really want to live like that? 

Rehab. somewhere over the rainbow. 

“Again, if you’ve been having suicidal thoughts 

call 1 800 273 (TALK) 8255.” ‘A pattern, ritual. 

Red scarf, strangulation, tied to a door knob!’ 

‘They’re never gonna tell you the truth’ 
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Shattered mirrors 

Lifelong abuse by Satanists at the top of the Pyramid. 

Brain reprogramming centre for dehumanisation, 

making it easier to murder people, right NOW! 

The Truth will set us free, live it or die. 

Multi-personalities living inside them. 

 What is dissociation for a Monarch? 

Ask at the Beta sex kitten program. 

AFTER a MELTDOWN. 

* 

Loose Cannons Monitored by Satellites  

Phosphorous melted, dead bodies on the burnt ground.  

‘They live a great life but they’re not in touch with reality!’ 

‘Criteria, authorised the targeted killing of a human being’ 

NWO. Exorcism, Satanism, diabolical beliefs and Insanity. 

By grace of God, sold souls, reflections of our life choices. 

Forbidden to do Magic, fighting in between light and dark.  

Shining out. 

* 

Evoking the inter-dimensional genies 

Codes, Cyphers, Symbols, Spells and Mantras. 

Practising magicians, all about selling weapons! 

Demonologists in the Vatican, entities into reality. 

Revolutionising the corrupt thoughts of mankind. 

Manipulating Temporal power not Spiritual power. 

Masters of perception ~ Secrets of the Alchemists. 
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Being Kinder 

‘Addicted to Power, Wealth, Greed, Control! 

Change by finding the light in ourselves ~ 

In our own wisdom, creativity and nature’ 

Protest against Holy mob lynching, India! 

* 

In Union 

Working for the light 

“I love the USA” 

“We are all under Mind-control” 

“Are we free?” “Are we on Air ~ or not?” 

Firing squad; Jesus arrested for Espionage! 

Without Fear, Freedom to speak, the truth. 

* 

Secret Society Deception 

Wizards, Exorcists, Grand Inquisitor’s mental-illness!    

Sexual black magic abused a mind-control sex slave. 

MK Ultra rainbows of child prostitution rings. Demonic- 

 ‘democratic’ senators equated with non-ordinary reality, 

not losing their budgets, keeps it ongoing; they’re still dead! 

Who said, Crime doesn’t pay? Does it? Google Black Cube. 

You’ll never be forgiven, will you? Sociopaths’ Satanic Temple. 

“Who the Fuck are You!?” 
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Manchurian Candidates in Congress 

A covert war for Mind-control, traumatising, X stress. 

Triggers associations, flipping us to other altered states. 

Your handler knows what subconscious’ buttons to press. 

Feeding you opium-based psychedelics and the rest doctor! 

Asks about the Monarch programme and their electric shocks! 

Nothing human is sacred to these psychopathic megalomaniacs. 

Using Micro-wave fields, alters brain frequencies and personalities. 

Remote viewing projecting the spiritual part out of the sensory body. 

Weaponising Psyche-Intelligence for the fascists at mission control. 

How to enter Y/our Mind, altering behavioural science, their way! 

ESP. Paper-Clip, MK-Ultra-Delta-Mind-control technology, Prism, 

CIA. Centaur Rose, Stargate, Monarch, Mockingbird, Seaspray etc.  

The Anti-Christ genetic-engineering loop. Fire, the Messiah Missile! 

Material wars versus Spiritual beings, try some tactical make-up. 

* 

Interbreeding Evolution 

‘Don’t be a victim of the Mind-control’ 

Objective to microchip and enslave You! 

No human rights, no democracy so can’t object to anything! 

The biggest illusion; Vatican and Zionists, Lucifer’s ensemble. 

Moving our consciousness into another part of the Universe. 

25920 the number of God, eu*genetics’ Doomsday scenario ~ 

The tablets of Enoch, Angels escaping to underground bases. 

How to come out of this Ignorance? Analogy as a reflection. 

Experiments where evil-man wants to play the Divine. 

Who’s controlling the metaphysics 
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Analogy not logic 

Book of Thebes, Egyptian illuminati, kabbalists, Neo-Zionists, 

CIA, MI6, P2, Mossad, intelligence services, Jesuit’s Vatican  

General, secret Societies worshipping, sacrificing for Lucifer! 

Black Pope’s prophecies, Knights of Malta, esoteric knowledge 

opening inter-dimensional doors for entities to manifest on Earth. 

Jesus’ Holy Grail shining light on demonic beings. 

Where is the high priestess of Melchizedek? 

* 

Bon Shamanic 

Red caps of the Dalai Lama evoking entities in trance. 

Have you read the testament of Transcendental Magic? 

Scientists’ researching on possession and Mind-control. 

Freemasons, Rosicrucians, Opus dei, Knights Templars, 

Pharaonic Occultists, Neo-Nazis, fascists take advantage.  

Rituals evoking inhuman entities giving Terrestrial Powers. 

By the Order of Death 

* 

Occult Mafia 

Who wants to fuck another Hollywood Producer? 

Who wants to deal with Mossad’s Black Cube? 

Welcome to the barbarity, evils from Babylon! 

Manipulating a planetary prison, for mankind. 

Making us microchip slaves to the machine. 

Dinosaurs imposing dystopia, panopticons. 

Technocrazy destroying our Mother Earth. 

Doing their bidding at the Pyramid’s apex. 

Take a deep breath! 
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Toxic Operation Indigo Skyfall to kill your third eye chakra 

Government-made Chemtrail Poisoning raining down on us! 

Attaching calcium, making a shell around your Pineal gland ~ 

Glysophates, nano-Aluminium, blocking y/our Psychic energy! 

Adding lead to water increases violence, who wants to do that? 

Fluoride in your H2O, toothpaste, gives you brain damage, why? 

GMO’s and Directed energy, mind-control weapons aimed at you. 

840 MHz field, natural resonating, frequency of the cranium, brain. 

Wanting to dumb down our Consciousness of us, to enslave us all! 

Psychic-Peace warriors radiating Cosmic Crystal heart’s brilliance. 

* 

Astronomic, Psytronic, Toxic, Ballistic! 

The Cabal’s running riot round the World. Free to engage! 

“You can’t take our rights away Sherriff!” Hellfire missile! 

‘They can’t do morality in Business. Can they Mr. Soros?’ 

Skinning the consumer alive, Welcome to good ol’ USA. 

Nano aluminium particulates, electro-magnetic charges. 

Beams seeding themselves, get off that crack habit… 

Destabilising foreign governments to bleed them dry. 

Welcome to the Empire of Lucifer. 

* 

Alien Fascistas 

Elite dictatorships, Vatican handlers dealing in China.  

Destroying black culture with gangster rap perversions. 

“You married an Infidel?” “No, he converted” 

Monsters coming up from the very deep 
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Protect * Respect 

5G Quantum Computers’ control of Mental slavery. 

 ‘Torture of the tick-tocking clock in the prison cell. 

What about the Vatican protecting paedophiles?  

In the heart of the enemy, believing in change ~ 

They tried to buy you; in a Libyan slave market! 

The Invisible masters being unholy puppeteers. 

Who wants inter-dimensional esoteric magic? 

Invoking, evoking, welcoming genies, entities. 

Ask Jesuits the way to the Galactic telescope. 

Controlling humanity with violence and greed. 

“Satanism and Cannibalism in Hollywood ~”  

Demons manipulating mass consciousness 

* 

Immigration Warfare Pasta  

“Blacks arriving from the jungle ~ 

Fascists want the creation of more criminality!” 

Who craves Satan’s practices of voodoo rituals? 

Who is sponsoring this invasion of Islamic forces?  

Who marries children; ask the cardinals and Imans? 

Civilisation and culture turning to Sharia law, inshallah! 

Mind-controlling us all; who is tolerating perverts for oil? 

Socially-engineering your mum, dad, brothers and sisters. 

Chain reaction, pro-human, pro-life freaking out the Globalists! 

Their hearts in the right place * learning how to feel 
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Sacrificing Blood 

‘Clashing with my enemies in the convent! 

Who saw the Owl flying in Bohemian Grove? 

Evidence of the truth of the Demon on Earth. 

An Occultist, high priestess touching my soul. 

Who wants to go to Loveland?’ 

* 

Sabotaging your Innocence 

Rigged, compromised, corrupt, faked, NWO. controlled Media, Mafia. 

Evil all the way ~ trying to follow the true example of Christ. 

Planting the seeds, foundation for the Angelic Empire. 

Being in Love with Pachamama, smiling inside. 

Perceiving, interpreting new Galactic reality. 

Ending the suffering of life on Earth. 

Truth will set us all Free 

* 

Nuclear Attack? 

“You’ve all been Weaponised!” 

Witnessing a banquet of sociopaths. 

What the owners of the country need… 

Lots of radiation, nothing to do, only fighting tensions ~ 

Bushwhackers, warmongers, slaughterers, scavengers. 

‘Protect your family now with a secure underground vault’ 

Providing almost absolute protection against Radiation Fallout. 

Wait out the apocalypse with family and friends, protecting you and your 

loved ones for up to 900 years, if necessary. Five-foot-thick concrete walls, 

decorative wallpaper, TV; kitchen, themed rooms and clean air ventilation. 

Endorsed by the Office of Defence and Mobilisation; Sign up now’ 
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I Am All 

Is there any reason today why everyone should not have enough water? 

What is wrong with people and their treatment of other live beings? 

Autocrazy, holy fuck, can this be really true Moshe? 

Knowing yourself to affect the world ~ makes sense. 

* 

‘On Amazon’ 

On fire, burning trees, burnings books, women, babies! 

A disaster come up from Hell, like it or not, life is life ~ 

Is it you, who is responsible for such unconsciousness? 

Who has the Power to allow this to happen, to gain what? 

Ask yourself what you going to do about it? 

* 

Om Pachamama 

Fracking, reaming out her insides and we stare! 

Moon stars or monsters glowing in her hair ~ 

Mother Nature is our heritage for all to share. 

Start to think about it and feel, begin to care. 

The World is full of insane destruction, why? 

We are the people who poisoned the sky! 

We bled her dry, there’s no time to cry. 

Stop these lunatics once and for all 

There’s no humanity in their heart ~ 

Sadists enraged; violence uncaged.  

Betrayers, flogging the enslaved! 

Time for a Conscious Revolution. 
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Marquis de Sade, ‘Les prospérités du vice’ 

‘How delightful are the pleasures of the imagination!  

In those delectable moments, the whole world is ours;  

not a single creature resists us, we devastate the world,  

we repopulate it with new objects which in turn, we immolate.  

The means to every crime is ours, and we employ them all,  

we multiply the horror a hundredfold’. Time to be Conscious. 

Now what did the unholy, oligarchic, Balfour Declaration say? 

Approved by the 1926 Imperial Conference of the British Empire. 

That’s a good beginning, ruling by cruelty, abuse and subjugation! 

‘The declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations.  

His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment  

in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will  

use their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this object,  

it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice  

the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine’. 

Think about all the suffering of human beings that that enactment has caused! 

 Let’s try and offer PEACE a chance brother ~Time for a Conscious Evolution  

* 

  SHANTI * RAYONS 

“The measure of love is to love without measure.” ~ St. Augustine. 

Obviously, the sniper was on a tea break * Vive l'art * Vive l'empathie. 

Who would wrestle with an Angel and believe God had chosen them? 

Unreasonable, doubtful, anxious, wary, suspicious, fearful, mistrust! 

‘Once I realised you have all things inside you, love and hate, then you 

can use love to get rid of hate’. Crystal clarity not obsessive subversion. 

VIVE PEACE NOT WAR - STOP ALL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY! 
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‘In the Devil They Trust’ 

Sociopathic, Psychopathic, Homocidal Maniacs, total Insanity. 

Welcome to Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, 5G Inquisition! 

Clouds full of poisonous radiation, nanotoxins expelled into the air. 

A complicit media keeping silent, condemned to death, not to care.  

Chemically programming, Pain to destroy your body, mind and soul. 

Advanced Bio-Technological developments, Military, Industrial, Political,  

Pharmaceutical, Financial-complex sucking up Global energy waging war 

on people, starving, lives being destroyed by a secret, NWO. Satanic cabal. 

Mad Oligarchs, Plutocrats, Kleptocrats, Royals, bangsters of mass Genocide. 

Schizophrenia on Religious, extremist scales, killing all our planetary species. 

Come to Invade, Conquer, Rule, dominate, control, murder, enslave your family 

with impunity. Government legalised Torture, ‘enhanced interrogation techniques’.  

Extraordinary rendition, breaking all the codes of mankind; Absolutely no compassion, 

no feelings, no mercy, empathy; slaughtering everything in its path to get more Power! 

Tyrants, dictators, criminal despots cutting out your heart on their bloody altar to Lucifer. 

Unconsciousness ~ No Love 

*  

‘Evil-Lite’ 

‘Being human is fantastic, don’t be a fucking mental lizard of horrors!’ 

Tuning frequencies ~ becoming desensitised, becoming fully sanitised! 

'when you murder children, you are Psychopathically insane’. God.  

 “If you bury children, there’s something wrong in the world; it’s totally wrong!” 

The hypeocrazyness in the VR. AI. world by arrogant paranoid, Authorities, is unbelievable! 

‘Bayer's our new enemy numero-uno, now it has bought Monsanto’, deleteing its unholy name,  

so no one will ever know; it’s the Devil himself, incarnate. Cancer in the rye, wars for our souls. 

 Love is Love, Pain is Pain ~ Keep it light, making it happen! 
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‘Philocalist’  

Literally means, ‘lover of beauty’ (Greek roots, phil- + kalos). 

The destruction of primal forests for the exploitation of Palm oil 

by psychopathic elites, who only dream of profits, power, control. 

Sadists completely demented, yet it carries on and on, again and again! 

 What’s a sequence of real or imaginary images like those seen in dream? 

‘Phantasmagorical’. 20 signs that you’re in Love with a coke whore, Narcissist! 

* 

#VR * Desperate Despotbot 

 Simulation, Civilisation, Subjugation, Project-Protect. 

Breaking the chains of y/our own mental-mind-sets. 

Here’s the miracle of life ~ the miracle of death. 

Hallo magical, Cosmic Unicorns * Free Love Spirit 

* 

A Bigger Plan, freedomwatchusa.org 

NSA-DEA-DOD-FBI-CIA-EPA-NOAA-DHS-IRS-DOJ-NWS-DNC. 

Who’s investigating the Clinton Foundation’s HIV. AIDS Initiative, 

Illegal, violation of their charter? Who’s investigating Chemtrails, GMO. 

Monsanto, slush funds to win the election for the Presidential Palace. 

Clinically insane, welcome to the megalomaniac, Kleptocratic hotel, 

where Police power is given more importance than civil liberties! 

Persecution to frighten you; unholy sadists enjoying your fears, 

seeing that they can exploit you to death in a deep martial state. 

Calls for a generational revolution of hearts not a mental coup 

by inhuman, paranoid, Narcisisstic, greedy, schizoid androids 
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Blessed Leit*motif 

“Am I, really dying, expiring, transcending ~ here and now?”  

“God, Titans and Angels told me to tell you” 

Whipped for simply bearing her breasts ~  

how to find the divine human spirit? 

Entering the Theatre of the Absurd.  

A dream; trying to better their lives ~ 

Not dark corruption up to their necks! 

Someone who was insane, in power. 

Participating not just taking from them. 

Incredible Trust, exploring our great future. 

“Love moving forward not going backwards” 

Ask Chavez, for a Mango Bonito… 

* 

Expressing Perfect Picture 

The Reality he’s searching for ~ 

Focusing, meeting, Conscious choice. 

Deep-Psyche Cinderella stories! 

Keep it simple, “he’s a nice man… 

Uncovering the Truth, finding myself 

As an Artist, being generous ~ 

People smiling in the street 
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Illegal Drone Attack! 

Words of mass deception, the same ventriloquist. 

Pulling the strings, smokescreen, cove-up! 

 The Government to stay out of your affairs. 

Metadata used for targetting, killing people! 

The United Slaughterers Association 

Congloerates building their Empires 

Addicted to money, Power and greed 

Not to Humanity, equal rights, why? 

Stella Wind metadata, spying on US. 

domestic people with no oversight! 

No checks and balances at GCHQ’s 

Collaborative Conspiracy 

* 

He got crushed! 

Unity of Love and Peace 

Saying it with a dry heart. 

Mass Consciousness chipped 

The Congress of the Politburo. 

Scammers’ unfettered immorality. 

Collateral Peace, all they are saying 

Is no fucking chance, Like it not… 

Still breathing but they’re dead! 

Corporate Capitalism, Imperialism, seizing power… 

Who’s defending the rights of those unjustly accused? 

The Macinery of State Terror, Pennsylvania avenue. 

Rascist, violent, fascist, despotic, a tyrannical cabal. 
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I can do it, so I will 

Serving their Agenda, a law only unto themselves. 

Entities operating outside human sight, five senses. 

Through symbolism is an open gateway to access our 

subliminal conscious reality, without even knowing it! 

Going into your mind without you being aware of it ~ 

Controversy over Soros’ ballot counting machines. 

Occult aspect, distracted by confusion and disorder. 

Who’s noticing any psuedo, fake, irreal anomalies? 

* 

Subconscious social programming 

Summit is the most powerful super computer, from where? 

Operating collider complexes, analysing neutrino data…. 

“Everything is a rich man’s fuck up!” Meet Psycho-slaver! 

“We protect” “What about my sister?” “You have my word” 

Blood is thicker than water and oil. Extinquishing oneself. 

No one’s talkin’ about the mass murder of the Pentagon! 

Slaughtering innocent people, isn’t that against the law? 

None of the wealthy give a red cent for Peace, obviously! 

Uprising of the victims of Global Corporate capitalism! 

Money talks, a Government of special interests only.  

Whatever happened to trancedelic, Peace and Love? 

Run by the Military Industrial Congressional Complex. 

Have a back up plan, Yours Truly. 
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In the Belly of the Beast 

How far do you think you can run in high heels? 

What about the counter intelligence top secret cover up? 

Secrecy has become weaponised, Constitution destroyed. 

The Government breaks the law with impunity, like sadists. 

Bullets have value with the collapse of the grid; Apocalypse! 

Deep state ruled by the Devil, what other explanation is there? 

CIA, Vatican, Zionists, Fascists, Terrorists, Exorcists, all insane. 

Abuse of Power, Criminal syndicates; weaponised Conspirators! 

Where is the 28 page senate intelligence committee, 911 report?  

Redacted the truth so what do you have but an oligarchy? 

* 

The US. led Invasion with its pathetic minions. 

Condoning slavery, exploitation, destroying nature. 

Congress bribed by MIC. lobbyists, look at the reality. 

War everywhere, secret FISA courts, money laundering, 

Off-shore accounts, cocaine for guns, destabilising, 

Governments to expropriate their resources for profit! 

Wall St, IMF. World Central banks, BIS, financial power. 

CFR. supporting diabolical Saudi Arabian despots for oil. 

Deep state controls it all, the judiciary, President, elections. 

Extraordinary rendition, can torture people with no recourse. 

Ask Assange about the atrocities inflicted, collateral damage! 

 Ask Edward Snowden about Prism, spying on You too! 

And these truthsayers became the criminals, how insane! 

Yet these maniacs escape scrutiny and get no blame. 

FFS. too big to Fail when they should all be in Jail! 
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Building their International crime syndicate 

Sold-off secrets to the Chinese, Uranium to the Russians, 

Guns to the Contras, Cocaine to the folks in LA; and ISIS!!! 

You can’t begin to imagine this diabolical insanity, Mr. Soros! 

Supporting the demons in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Israel, the lot! 

Destabilizing governments trying to improve their own people’s 

lives, by arming the fascists and militaries to despise and murder. 

Then they come to pillage and plunder in the name of democracy. 

Propaganda, Corporate lobbyists, media control, political corruption, 

blackmail. Murder, money laundering, psychopathic, mad black-Ops. 

They’re up to it all with Quantum systems to make Hitler, Nixon, Bush, 

seem like unsophisticated imbeciles. What happened to Congress? 

The war criminals, Oligarchs, Royalists have been doing it for eons. 

Slavery, imperialism, genocide, exploitation and yet they are free! 

“I have a conscience” 

*  

‘Humans Are Flawed’ 

Summit, supercomputer, Quantum Colliders, neutrinos. 

Check out CERN and Sanford, Fermielab, South Dakota. 

Particle accelerators Interfacing with humans; singularity. 

What’s happening at the NSA. code school. Monterrey, CA? 

In my opinion, they’re the biggest enemies of the Truth, of you  

and me and our family, their monster monolith, a strange Angel. 

SIGSALY, Tyler, Texas top secret communication, cryptography. 

Turning to Hitler worship 2018, Octogon secret Reich, Government. 

Neo- Nazi Gestapo Botnetworks are trolling you, with no oversight! 

STOP the SACRIFICE 
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In your Soya Flakes 

Barium and aluminum salts, polymer fibers, thorium, or silicon carbide.  

There’s not enough machine guns to kill ‘em all, think of something else. 

Need an Alien, entity dictionary and schematics to Cloud Architecture. 

Who’s got their invitation to a Demonic party? Having a good time… 

Psymates got mine on the Dark web, decrypting a six key cypher. 

Spybots following you round the internet looking for pizza eating  

Satanists. Pagan witch, she practiced magic when he met her. 

* 

The Mancurian Congress 

A covert, diabolical, war for Mind-control, putting You in their Matrix mix! 

Pepper bombing across the ether, landing a Hellfire missile on your school. 

Speaking, hearing a frequency info. field ~ vibrated into existence. My vocal  

chords decoding it through my senses, to my brain, turning it into language. 

Symbols are visual, effecting my subconscious, what do you want Master? 

And I don’t even know it’s happening, they’re pushing my buttons for them! 

People you trusted, politicians, teachers, lawyers, doctors, bankers, priests 

are literally trying to fuck you and they’re succeeding; better wake up mate! 

Thankfully there are still those who have a heart, human feelings and love. 

* 

Patriotism-Take it Away! 

Coming out of his shell, deprogramming. 

Not with AI. Gods in a post-human world. 

Government sex traffiking, Minds wide shut. 

Space XXX, let’s not get into eugenics brother. 

Live Global transmission, Go with PRO-HUMAN 
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Breaking Eggs * Make Omlettes 

“That time I had spilled so much blood at the sacrifice. 

Wanting to hang his severed head on the wall. 

Becoming a monster on the dark side of time”. 

“The dead don’t move, there are no zombies!”  

Angel fish are losing their sense of smell ~ 

Taking over your soul by remote hacking. 

“We aren’t afraid of all these assassins!” 

“We’re fellow travellers; where we goin?”  

* 

Indoctrination of a Real Christian 

‘You believe Jesus is our Lord and Saviour right?  

Wearing a crown of thorns; crucifying me again! 

Doing the 666 yoga pose, good for my back! 

The all seeing eyes drawn on her forehead. 

Here she is doing the Serpent’s tongue ~ 

You can’t make it up, witch’s Occult Art. 

Having a milk bath, something fishy  

holding upside-down Pentagrams.  

People surrounded by death.  

The trap worshipping Lucifer. 

Their armies are growing’ 
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Riding off into the Sunset 

‘Their contract is up, making a ritualistic offering! 

How many people do you know who suicided? 

A call for an uprising, coming in threes, psy-ops. 

Decided to check out and leave, very sick people. 

A lot of things to live for, I’m not jumping off a cliff. 

Tweeting about Dr. Kissinger as a war criminal? 

Dying in the saddle in Cambodia, keep poistive. 

Who’s manipulating the narrative as a successor. 

Who cut the beating heart out a Cobra? Yam,Yam. 

Ritualistic cannibalism, hanging by a red scarf ~ 

threads wrapped around a Black Cube’. 

* 

They’re All Demented Demons 

A high ranking witch, she’s never going to jail!  

A left >:< right paradigm in your owl pocketbook. 

Shoes with a devil’s tail, wearing a mouse’s mask. 

A young girl with a masonic popsicle in her mouth! 

Shirts with all seeing eyes and inside the Pyramid. 

Vampires, cannibals, exorcists and warmongers. 

Don’t fall for it, they’re not draining the swamps. 

He knew a lot of secrets, had a lot of enemies. 

Binary signs of an unconscience from Hell’.  

A hostile takeover, stay in transcendence! 
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Living in an Amazing Dream World. 

Calling for a new Renaissance ~ fighting for the truth. 

Black people out of racist Prisons; Global depopulation! 

Who’s been funding these maniacs, ISIS and Al Qaeda? 

He knew secret things that they didn’t want you to know. 

Still being brainwashed, welcommen to neo-Fuhrer’s SS! 

He still had a little bit of humanity left, self-suicided him! 

World Government, AI; we’ve been taken over darling. 

All he really wanted was Peace and Love ~ 

* 

Full Specrtrum Drama Reality 

‘Locked him, her up in a Mental Institution; Off Air.  

Full Power, he stood up, he had everything to gain. 

Synched-up, they have the keys to the Apple VR. Orchard. 

Shown proof of the child traffiking, nightmares, broken down. 

“I’m a target, please pray for me folks.” Don’t leave me cherie! 

What about my Awakening, so happy out of Psych-prison. 

Bring out the Final cut ~ let’s work together for the Truth’. 

* 

 ‘Suicide, Boom, move on!’ 

‘He wanted Peace, Love, now he’s dead’. Main media’s lying. 

A World Government, AI. takeover, stopping human progress. 

How they plan to get rid of Lifeforms, we gotta struggle against it! 

Metaphysically synched up, unlocking the secrets of the Universe.  

Someone with horns wants to steal the future and it’s not a Unicorn. 
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I wonder… 

‘Everything’s a revolution for machines not humans!’ 

“The future’s here, it’s just not equally distributed!”  

What have we gained by inflicting all this cruelty?  

These animals have never known freedom or love. 

I know what that means; suffering loneliness in life.  

May they be Free from the Fear of being factory farmed,  

made a spectacle of in a zoo, or an experiment in a F… Lab.  

Encaged pigs farmed for money, kept in barbaric conditions. 

Plastic still being made when it’s destroying our environment;  

natural hemp exists as an alternative; why? It’s insane, criminal! 

Who is responsible and how do they keep getting away with this? 

How can anyone take a life like this in front of y/our eyes? Wrong! 

‘This is their first time seeing the Sun after living thirty years in a lab. 

A Tiger’s first swim after being freed from the entertainment, Circus. 

He’s never touched grass felt it before, never living in a cage again. 

Now that they’ve tasted freedom they’ll never look back, Inshallah. 

* 

Light on Conspiracies 

Who’s monitoring the Evil vibes in our indigo chakra’s frequency? 

Aluminium particiulates, toxic patterns around our Pineal’s 3rd eye ~ 

This Real International neo-Nazi cabal of Taliban bankers, oligarchs. 

Enslaving the world, Agenda 21 of Glysophate, fluoride and chemtrails. 

Monstrous devils ~ Monsanto now Bayer, Cross-fertilising, killing wheat. 

We will become their slaves, realise why they want to control everything. 

Combining synergies to detoxify this geoengineering of meglomaniacs ~ 

Whatever happened to the one God of good, mercy, and compassion? 

Where is the violet love frequency, not a pogrom of child sacrifices! 
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No Accident 

Hundreds of thousands of sea turtles are accidently caught each 

year by hooks and fishing nets, That’s like collateral damage!!!!!!  

We’ve dropped bombs, innocent people died. That’s a War crime! 

Minds still shut, dreaming; Wake up! A man who has gone insane. 

We are, electro-biological, energy centres, up and down your spine. 

Heart-beating chakras; geoengineering makes no resistance to despots. 

Tyrannical technolgical inhuman oligarchs determining your every thought. 

UN Agenda 21, eugenics, genetics, Artificial reality, deep state shadow cabals 

They’re all on their way to destroying the World, the oceans, air, Earth, cultures. 

Blocking the connections to our higher spiritual self, look around you, ask WTF? 

Why all this genocide, this bombing, this poverty, this demonic government action 

And they are getting away with it and becoming richer, It’s hard to believe but true. 

Why do we spend all the wealth on the Military Industrial Complex, who are DEATH 

and horror and suffering, devastion and destruction instead of Peace and Happiness? 

Who’s spraying your Mind- body- spirit, what do you want for your, family, children mate? 
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Trippy Man 

Stepping outside linear time, into black space, wormholes. 

Our Pineal field’s higher geometric state of Consciousness. 

Earth air fire water ether; glysophate, fluroide, toxic chemtrails. 

‘Police line-Do not cross’, who’s poisoning the Planet? Don’t ask! 

They don’t want you connecting the two hemispheres of your brain. 

Keeping us all in mental-prison; no serotonin, melotonin, DMT. for Free. 

Building a calcium shell around your 3rd eye ~ ask any meditation master. 

Who benefits from this unconscious state, being anti-human and anti-nature? 

The ones who want to control the world for themselves and their sociopath cabal. 

‘Top six people have as much wealth as the bottom 50% of the planet’s ~ 3.5 billion’. 

There’s secret networks, Bilderbergers, Illuminati, Jesuits, Council of Foreign Relations,  

Zionists, MIC, CIA used as Devil worshippers, why do they have no FEELING for humanity? 

Oligarchs, Kleptocrats, Monarchists, Dictators, Autocrats, Absolutists, Plutocrats. Sociopaths. 

These Neo-Global cabals, despots work as conglomerates together to maintain their hegemony,  

their power, money, privilege as they already have so much but their egos are addicted to greedy. 

The richest families in the world have $billions, $trillions, the poorest billions have nothing to live on! 

They exploit everything through their capitalist-imperialist mentality, yet they want to enslave us all too. 

They want to control who lives and dies, how the whole planet is expropriated from our natural heritage. 

Time to wake up and have a revolution, they’ll employ their Psychopathic weapons of mass destruction! 

What sort of reality do you wish to live in as a human being with a consciousness of love and peace? 

We have a choice of free will, we have a heart, we have a social awareness, a compassion for LIFE ~ 
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My name is Chi 
I shall tell you an incredible story ~  

Reggae was in the stone I picked, full of layers, 

a grey layer cake, granite, that spoke of the life and 

death of psychedelic butterflies and ancient gorillas. 

I picked some branches for the evening times fire ~  

wondered a little about my dog chewing the bark,  

of an old tree, his dalmation skin shining so fine ~  

So I brought it in and tracked off it all, by taking raw  

chocolate and somewhere something was happening.  

I know that I need a lot of headlines, interesting before  

Bob Marley, “Oo ooh” comes out of the concrete jungle. 

The rock awaits as if expecting a parrot to take it out to  

a dance tonight. Maybe, it certainly is beautiful weather.* 
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This is about as real as I feel under the bedsheets of Wisdom books.  

Little cherubim statues and other assorted treats carry one into  

the wood of elves, grottoes of nymphs and lush boudoirs of fairies.  

Holding my hand, I caress a kiss out of you like a moth fluttering free.  

Oh, so sweet again, and another, there will be even more sweet bliss.  

I look at the rock and hear Bob saying, “Yeah, it's all fine while you can” 

 School children come out of a foreign sky ~ 

and are charming the blue birds with their reality.  

Whew, You are someone's finest daughter, Bravo. 

* 

My belongings are continually preparing themselves for any eventuality ~  

They expect a flood and wonder what it means when I tell them to be ready  

to meet a Volcano. What should I wear for such an occasion? 

Something worthy of a Queen or a Prophet; Le Voila. 

Scrutinising the horizon and remembering    

the time ~ when clouds swimming below the peaks   

made me ~ believe that their unfurling was the real Ocean,  

but it did seem like no other Ocean I had ever seen  

from 30,000 feet 

* 

The Japanese I feel sure see no difference,  

they probably have a special blend of tea for such moments,  

the same they offered to Bob when he brought a few  

Caribbean delicacies to the gates of the Shinto isles.  

Knock, knock, “Hari gato ~  

Jah has sent me with this harvest of goodies to enjoy  

with those ladies of cherry blossom decorated hair” 
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Thank You Japan for arriving with the Sun ~ this morning.  

The root continues to the house of exquisite elegance,  

where cinnamon bread was baking ~  

treasures to be laid in front of the wandering troupe of hearts.  

Please stay and be comfortable even though I will be  

in a land across four to five thousand valleys  

seeing to all your needs.  

Thank You, while you are there I will care for your doves.  

In ten days I counted twenty cages and felt the desire  

to gild them in gold and turquoise on Chinese lacquer. 

 A menagerie by which that fine tea is now ready to serve. 

 Thankyou for these gracious, refined gifts encountered this day  

on the path weaving through the province of light and cypress milk.  

Later, the hour will come to visit the lady  

who guards the food of the indigo camels 

* 

A special hologramic tunic is needed for this end  

and one must be able to add enough golden sequins  

in a motif, predetermined through astral dreams.  

She is a natural creature in this abundant capacity  

and her mythical fortune is created instantaneously.  

From a pearl casket I will take out the dew of a poet  

and press into my palm the synergy of words and spells,  

given in ancient and futuristic codes, for her eyes to behold. 
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Day crosses the sky and the hour is close to make this visit.  

My iridescent Cosmic cloak and Psychic helmet are needed  

as symbols of introduction into her private quarters.   

The journey is long through a subterranean tunnel ~ 

which is the same distance as to the Astral Pleiades. 

* 

I enter this land of seas, of lime waves splashing luxuriant elixirs ~  

so I am perfumed for the entry to the lagoon of cobalt blue creatures. 

There is her entouage to meet me. It took three bowls of the Hokkai tea  

of concentration to take me through the polarities of the Royal throne  

and into her arms and breasts. 

Now I am refreshed to gently remove this Princess’ magic robes  

and be led to her bed of lavender pleasures where she awaits.  

“In my satchel I have a gift of five Tibetan flamingo eggs for you” 

My journey eased by the quest to emporter them into your lips, 

personally. This mission of concentration saved my legion ~ 

whilst gliding over the ridge of wild peacocks and penguins.  

These notorious winds of heat and cold have disintegrated many.  

I also bring news from the Bouquet Islands where the richest  

still count their wealth in Reggae codes, which where left by 

Jah’s armada during its days, sailing under far constellations. 

* 

A beautiful lady sailed the ‘Nuova Conceptione’ sloop ~  

during Venus’ passing, harbouring amidst its blooms. 

New blood has been instilled into the children there.  

These aborigines are happy and care for each other  

as never seen before in the Islands of Outer Worlds.  
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Her drummers send aural messages to the lands  

of the sacred fruit trees and vermillion oysters  

which are very early understood 

* 

The three daughters of Jade Tara have taken gifts 

of Magical cause into neighbouring fractal seas ~  

and the hemisphere is in equilibrium and peaceful. 

They also sent special grains for your star camels  

and hopes to see a visit from your cavalry of Taos  

at the Zoom festival of Shambala. 

“Thank you Frangipani Chi, now, please tell me if 

you have ever dreamt of a seven mosaic planet?”  

 “I've heard there was a gigantic quake registered in 

the water colours of our crimson, abstract painters.” 

 * 

“No news is certain, although I’ve had visions of 

birds dancing and fires inside sapphire madalas.” 

 The beginning of a transmission is 

 resonating through our connection.  

* 

 “The leaves from the Oasis of Tez-n have produced  

the highest Quality of Elix-ir and we wish that you    

Frangipani Chi prepare for a voyage of Discovery. 

* 

Go into the Realms of the Mosaics and transport  

herbal healings to the Masters of the Sequences ~ 

The painters have procured this from Essencial oils. 
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Within a three dimensional frequency a land was being established 

and its points chartered from the Temple of the Emerald shore.  

Sound was creating the fuel to cross the Qualities of Space ~ 

Here was a land of Earth, Fire, Air, Water. 

The environment was tropical ~ ethereal 

 and the culture of the Planetary Toltecs 

* 

Diagrams existed and nuclear attraction and repulsion ~ 

had been Known to bring the sacred scarlet feathers to this place. 

“Thank you for your gifts, they will provide a lovely part of a feast  

which will honour you before your new Quest.  

To return the way you came ~  

with this spray of lavender from my hair   

and this fruit from under the tongue of a pelican of rainbows  

will give you the energy to enter through the nine gates  

of the electric cream and honeyed straws.  

This unguent will be a gift to your heart,  

so that you do not forget” 

“Thank you fabulous lady I will prepare my self for this journey  

and you will know I am ready when the baby camels turn to violets” 

* 

By the time it took to register the ‘Best of Bob Live’ ~  

I had worked my self through the hall of lasers and been  

equipped with a shield of Concentration and a magic potion  

carried in the eyes of the dog of the camel Maitresse 

Zip through the Zedra channels brought me to a plateau  

created from Sound, cymatic waves of a Crystal bong.  

I had begun again to discover discover discover ~ 
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Flags flew high and I descended to be alone. 

A sign said that warriors of the bamboo suit  

had swam in the lake of the jewelled snake ~ 

and that to follow was too late  

The vibration of their engines carried me  

to the gates of the city of mountains and caves.  

Enough to begin, so I took my time and lay it  

into a perfumed chamber of roses and wands. 

To be un detected was the way ~  

A moment passed and she took hold of my gloved hand.  

“You are the one made of Pearl” she sang beautifully  

“I detected you from my dream of your spirit ~  

passing into the scrolls of my father” 

* 

Enchanted is Universal space ~  

so I rode a green kite through her mouth. 

Frequencies, winds by which we burn are resonating  

synergistically together for us to dance of moons. 

She led me to a vapour pool of hot tangerines  

and we laid our hearts to sleep in each other’s embrace ~ 

No voices could tell me what had occurred to have attained  

this level of velvet twitterings 

* 

I left by taking a feather from her head of dreams  

and resting it in the Quantum computer of Spirits; 

 its particle collider sang of the midnight fairy owl 

A chord showed a cave high up in the range 

and for it I Would Need to bring one of her dream kisses ~  

Time of the mist arrived and so I swam on it to the other shore 
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Time ~ light shades ~ songs and the magic dog called Wishing  

took turns to greet the dawn before the climb to the hill of caves. 

The sonorous ripples of Water took us in >< side  

and a grotto of five million crystalline fractals ~  

switched our dimensions to the land of the host.  

Parrots of Twi * light greeted us and there were  

Holographic splashes of golden light 

* 

“Enchanter” the greeting McCaw call of old, bright red as no more.  

We all drank the Ancient leaves over the six islands of SEns.  

The tale was to be long of the coming of Un balance  

which upturned the QQueen of DDesires H~self  

* 

“Sit and listen to the playing of the Hheart” we hear tell.  

It happened long ago in a place of Papaya rainbows.  

The Space was super sonic ~ 

and yet In Visible enough to show us  

the unique speed of passing clouds  

in a brightly lit sea of stars.    

Voices sang like Nata raga musical boxes    

dancing beside a gyrating calypso orchestra 

of pastel super-kite surfers 

* 

Songs, the Sounds of lovely people, so sweet  

tasting like mango coffee to our beaks.    

McCaw sat as a transcendelic sage  

recounting these things from inside his mind ~ 
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He told often of feelings that squeezed his body  

in his natal place of siestas.  

A picture from his past began to appear.  

Back in his village was trepidation on his amigos' faces.  

“Running in confusion and shouting they were crazed.  

A black charge whistled like a bitterly frozen wind  

through each, each child's heart it rang with fear. 

It was known that these soldiers could perpetrate  

whatever psychopathic satanic act they conceived.  

Screams of red filled the earth and later small waters 

 would run down their traumatised faces, tears of horror. 

Fear fullness in their eyes, swollen, writhing their naked bodies.  

Then it felt so cold frangipani Chi that I wished only to be departed” 

* 

The pain would float by in the river like long dead animals.  

Standing by a bare tree with one branch across ~ 

 the strawlike campaneros would fall down  

and cry out together to the sky for “Mercy!” 

The ancient leaves had settled us into a mood for listening 

 to the history of McCaw 

* 

“That was the day I left the place of Sound and siesta” 

 He continued with his memory ~ 

“That was the day I witnessed a living monument to dying  

so I left to know ~ Why? 

The famous statues of las Aviendas del Americas  

became another place to sit and see bubbles of time pass,  

as the Aztec, acetate dragon swans  
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From those tall gargoyles and the stately Alameda  

the World of people would reveal itself below ~ 

 just as if I had been in the trees of my old village or in  

the arroyos of rose with the dynamic, silver tornado below. 

 Purple Sounds would climb like nomads ~ 

carrying spears from the desert and pouches of Pink Floyds.  

Medleys drifted in the sky towards the peaks  

like night queen incense  

but it was a hot hallucination from a thirsty crowd.  

Light * bright * rainbows   

black and silver chants, reflected from my feathers 

* 

Time was teaching me passages, as bouquets in the arms.  

Boco, boco were the discoveries on me up there ~ 

iridescent scarlet wings flying through tiny streets.  

Feelings came to stay as guests,  

to show me how close to approach  

to those pastel aura storms of people  

* 

Which ones to trust, trusting the small vivid sparkles  

coming out of those in embrace.  

Shining as fire ~ inviting to touch, 

 the lovely gold vibration, Eldorado”  

* 

“Si ~ my friend reggae was in the streets one fresh afternoon,  

I fell into a pool of contentment you know what I mean  

and lightly glided on the warm air licks of a wave, a good beat.
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Like being by the primordial shore with the blue coming in strong ~  

Then next I was in a net and my scarlet tripping faded into a mist  

and a raw sense came alive that this was Capt-Ivity  

The scene changed as times do and 1 was suspended in a cage  

from a twisted hook hanging in a doorway of a little zoo for creatures”  

* 

Another bowl was brought of the ancient leaves,  

warming our selves as a bright full moon came up.  

McCaw smiled happily and brought forth the past.  

“On the rue of Sky * larks I spent my time  

of reflection, recollection , introspection, revelation  

as a leaf floating in a puddle of human volitions.  

With no where to go from my caged branch,  

I watched and Listened”  

* 

“It became a more intense wave ~ inside the bowels  

of Monseigneur and la signora who would perhaps  

pay a little sum for a caged, scarlet bouquet of life.  

Just as a leaf in a hot teapot, the vapours would rise  

and call out in steam the names of my mother and father  

and all the names of the ones I had ever sensed, loved.  

Inside the mother of Pearl, oyster of the Gran Mariachis’  

music would wind past my view, my panorama  

 installed in this birdcage for free” 
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“I look at you and you look at me  

and these other numerous cages  

with my friends inside hanging like lanterns and swing  

like Dharamsala prayer flags, floating in the breeze. 

There's even those who spin ~ spin ~ spin endlessly  

who make Monseigneur and la signora bellylaugh ~ 

their heads to their feet to shine their teeth and shoes  

in the excrement of their own big fat asses and jowls.  

Colours as Mayan, ribbon caravans pushed by and I was trapped  

 in the statue of the plastic cathedrale, being offered soap to drink,  

as if I had never known beyond these bars of tin”  

* 

“Reeling and spinning the feeling of being caught on a long line  

that will never let go and will never break because it was tested  

to resist each effort that any Barracoutan heart could make.  

In, in, into be scalped and left as scraps for sleuthing cats ~  

 left as the crown of Quetzals to become a sweating, dead turd.  

A turd of Monseigneur and la signora to admire in their cups.  

A house full of cages, we are bequeathed to sustain…  

a belch of the one who put me in a net and sold me  

to a banker of cages, to endow his patrons' charity”  
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“Pink emissaries from the palace of toy soldiers  

throw me sweets and I felt, bueno.  

They would touch my beak and stroke my feathers    

in a young, kind way.  

Colourfull as one thousand parrots at a royal sort of wedding  

they rattle the heart of my jailers. Mixing Latin beats,  

a carnival would happen ~ exploding, secretly inside.  

Ah, beautiful children, like swallows at a siren's pool,  

an orchestra of flowery garlands about them,  

their iridescent, topaz eyes.  

Their music to grasp and to sigh romantically,  

In the distance a shimmering mirage of an orchard of fruits.  

Hallo, hola, singing friends came into me through the thin bars ~ 

suspending the space, empty but for my shadow cast from a pole. 

Looking at each iris as a secret sign of escape, where, when, how?  

Invisibly, inaudibly, pressing, squeezing my birth. Soft latin  

caresses from your sweet lips to give me dreams of flight”  

* 

“To leave forever these cells of ‘Inhumaness’ and to be a bird,  

pilgrim of peacefull simple sanctuaries. The sounds of violins ~  

Andean wood whistles, pipes of tomorrow, stretching lama  

webs to the ancients. Behold the dust and not the river  

where I passed seasons of braided silks, full of light air  

 tones of another tomorrow ~ today, future, now, here. 

Reality forever, watching without peace a continuous torture,  

an INfinite prison made for creatures in-humanly, not human  
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And even for their own they give a light continuously  

 to burn throughout the day and night, to have no rest. 

Every part of their beings without a moments thought  

of mercy, crying, screaming, masters to holy allmighty  

give a little mercy, give a repose, por favor por favor”  

* 

“But then I have heard of those who do not cry but scream  

freedom as those sons and daughters of Wounded knee,  

who sang by the eagle and owl  

reflecting in the prairie pools of sacred fortunes. Screaming… 

“We decided that our Indian people are more important to us  

than long jail terms” 

“We decided that our Indian people are more important to us  

than long jail terms” 

* 

Sweet grasses of the thunder cloud I need your strength  

by the clear crystal being a star inair, a thunderbolt!  

I need your spear of brotherhood to de materialize  

 this cruel, unnatural, spectacle of my Illusion  

* 

These killers of virgins have taken the eyes  

 from a million creatures of the Mother Earth  

and hung up here to dry and bake everything.  

Oh, release me from this force that shows me  

 the steel heart of razor toothed dragons”  
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“Synthesisers alive, Cosmic sweet juice on the cage.  

 A Wizard's panama hat and shoes of a haiku traveller.  

The Christmas tree beside the window,  

and a face shines in on golden energy sunrays. 

A green volcano sombrero style covers the top of the head,  

the eyes in shadow but the mouth and teeth beam out the courage  

that shouts, Yes,Yes,Yes, SI SI SI FREEDOM ~ LIBERTE!  

* 

I hear the drums of Apache precious daughters say, they  

will take the bars and that I'll fly on the sea of this face;  

Compassionate from the cove of no return butterflies.  

It will come ~  tranquillo. 

Release sweet lord of moons, my brothers and sisters  

here will make the crown of broken locks and will  

Un fold the sail of fallen feathers and lift the anchor  

 for me to alight on the tide tonight”  

* 

“Your Love was a symphony serenading me  

with the joy you sent as I left ~  

A golden lantern lit the path from the door  

I was trans fixed in your face for an instant, au revoir friend.  

Full of Pet shop fears and hopes and now finally released.  

I wondered would I react with in visible ball and chain  

fixed to my claws  
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Memory held times of golden dreams ~  

and I was as nervous as a buzzing wasp.  

Telepathy was still alive to carry away the stones  

that blocked this mighty miracle.  

Top of the pops was seeping through the cul de sac impression” 

* 

“Now my friend frangipani I was a terribly shy McCaw  

who faced the empty wall as my bene ~ factor  

Capt. Compassionate ate at a foreign inn. 

It seemed like years that I had been suspended ~  

in the valley of the infinite with only my little perch  

 as the pirate plank to walk.  

Hanging on wildly, spinning, spinning, spinning ~  

multitudes of avalanches as the nuts on my birdcage floor.  

What did my bird brain exchange for that experience,  

what did it give upto become a friend  

of Compassionate, cavalier of the oceans. 

He having sailed by Jupiter’s fountains ~  

spiralled deeps filled with Fearfull monsters of one's Re:reflection.  

Welcome to my ship he'd said and then gave me a precious gem,  

a dazzling emerald, radiantly green as an Aztec sorcerer's eyes.  

 Clipping it to my ear I lost my balance ~  

Once mastered to survive on the branch in my cage of Insanity”. 
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“Si si my friend ~ your inquisitor has gone  

now you need time on the Oceanic waves” 

“Insanity you are there like a big cream cake, but  

I am on the shoulder of a warrior alone not lonely  

passing under the twinkling stars of the Cosmos ~  

This way then that with the sparkling carats in my ear,  

became the dancing partner to the wave of Jade seas  

carrying me now ~ straight through the tears of moments.  

This way and that, forward on the bow of experience it self  

* 

A parrot of the seven Planetary Oceans,  

the fear of asking another was changing  

as the Moon and I found many different  

 coloured feathers on the tropical Shores.  

The World is so large as large as your mind and so Full  

 as your heart that a very fine teapot is needed ~   

for the rarest leaves.  

Yes your farewell was a welcome to the treasure isle living force”  

* 

“Many memory streams of giant bears, jumping dolphins  

and headless bodies of peasants’ innocent children.  

Banquets of dictator ships and night mares with electric  

pineapples and bananas to prod you on out of multi stories.  

Local fruits to skin your bones and leave for mother's memory.  

I see those kisses”  
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“I'll never forgets yet never believes that were known,  

as were the Tulip Unicorns.  

You raped the tender to make your compost and your men,  

turnip warriors, shit and pissed to turn Orchids into nails…  

for coffins of those you butchered, dis emboweled and ate  

with your commanders and frijoles. 

 Millions were numbers you enslaved, tortured, sold,  

the Infinite in the blinded eyes of those magical unicorns  

left to bleed from holes for heads and ears and horns,  

arms and legs and feet and breasts and beauty spots  

that were the joy of mothers and fathers throughout  

all the tribes of cockleshells and petal hearts ~” 

* 

“Demons I saw invade my village and suck the crimson juice  

to feed their disfigurated frenzies and leave the pathway full of  

death and murdered bodies, devoured by the soldiers of Satan.  

Salt on my signet claw wounded that once held the play full ~  

natural embrace is plenty full on this sea of pre historic distance  

appearing to be a lotion of forever on the greedy stenchy  

perfume of such cruelties' horrors, beastialities, inhumanities,  

powder burnt in cannons, stoking, firing people to Oblivion”  

“Si, YOUR FAREWELL KISS PASSES  

 as these SHOALS of MERMAIDS”  
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“We had been carried by the current inside the reef of a fierce island  

No lights could have prewarned us of the destruction to come ~  

The suffocation of a culture charged with incessant self-analysis  

within the context of success and glory which was a dynamic  

aimed at getting power ~ more and more for the grim ego.    

To attract and command, subjugate directly other beings.  

A culture racing intrinsically, eating whoever suc cumbed  

to the Power~full space of 'Personality' and POWER!  

An island of gastronomique manandwoman cannibals  

 whose scalps are on the hips in soaking ¼ pounders”  

* 

“Sitting in this mimosa 1 see from the million faces  

in these empty coloured woven chairs which face the sea in waiting  

that I lay this bunch of fresh, picked flowers on your burning greed.  

We had escapedto this place out of season  

but still with friendly currents and ~ tides”  

* 

“From a new record on this Wurlitzer we felt so completely strangers.  

Compassionate then told me of a siren who had made them Lovers. 

She was a girl with the fine qualities of so much more, amour ~  

which shines with open HeartLight”  

* 

“Whilst she knew him she could do any thing and still  

had time to train a silver whale ~ a gift only for him.  

She came alive at night like those lime green faies  

living in misty woods not far from snow lit glaciers.  

Her yacht of reeds and tulip canvas she tied to his;  

 they swayed there, as her beautiful cascading hair.  
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Lovers of this odyssey they became, stronger ~  

 together than the winds of pain could describe,  

that blew so many down in these totem islands  

* 

Her ship cruised rivers for survivors so she could kiss their wet eyes  

and save the crystal droplets for the fragrant daughters of her tribe.  

From treasures of the butterflies and angel fish she gave these  

 jewels to her Compassionate, in the grotto of their promise  

* 

Such happy days he found in her  

 still they sailed the different seas ~  

always we found our course by her beauty  

which followed him in each Starfilled sky”  

* 

“By this light arrow in the night we escaped ~  

Fierce Psyche strangled nature's evolving plight.  

For these sweet mimosa I thank you gentle angel  

as in mad dream I saw a man passing with no feet.  

I saw and remembered him from my village although  

 it seemed so long ago, he just passed in front again” 

* 

“Crashing night full of Celebesian rain  

and in a storm our ship was gone ~  

Captain went beneath a passing wave  

today I'm still alive as I could fly.  

How come I didn't die so easily ~  

It would have been so simple to have gone  

and even more it seems I could have been  

the one to make a spirit pass away instead of me.  
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‘So easy in this sea to take you all away with me ~  

Time to kill you came so close’, sang Poseidon, yet to  

still be here where a wave took away all trace of you!  

Easily danger came from by your side, it could have  

been so easy to die in the ship wreck of this tempest.  

It seems so long ago now, that it went by in an instant.  

So easy to take away your wings in a raging typhoon. 

It passed and again I'm deserted on this shoreline ~  

but for shards of wreckage and a white Cockatoo”  

* 

McCaw bowed and moved, his eyes lit by those sights ~  

“You shall know more of Cockatoo if you feel the desire to  

 open up the secrets of the generation of Mosaics turning.  

Find me on the Crescent moon of Shiva ~ frangipani”  

** * ** 

FREE BREAD – SELFLESS 

De-eroticised woman; we feel for her, new masking of a biorobot. 

Rainbows of endless possibilities; sacrifices on an Industrial level. 

Healing paedophiles, cutting off the blood supply to the Machine ~ 

making platforms where devils exist, creating all the evil in the world. 

“There is no pain like a woman with no compassion, getting to the root 

of a Babylonian cult of black Magic where evil can physically manifest. 

Dissociation of schizophrenic illusions, It’s all us, our own Universal light. 

Fighting against sorcery of witches ~ women can give birth to everything!”  

Powered by mass misery, negative power, who wants us to be suffering? 

Is your country united in National mourning Rabbi, all the time? Shalom! 

Whaling women in grief and pain creating the culture that we’re living in. 

The Sun is righteousness, not this God of a viscious, immoral Empire. 
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Empire of Dark Magic is not a 3rd Dimensional Gateway 

They were delighted to be back in Babylon. Who made the Opium trade? 

The facts speak louder than words, dead bodies rotting on the ground! 

‘#Illumine in hebrew means hidden, ask their chief Rabbi of Bagdad’. 

Cymatics, reciting how sound impacts on our World and its Forms ~ 

Spirituality is Occult, is the Talmud or Torah of real consciousness? 

Babies plugged in as batteries on the West-Bank of no-man’s-land. 

Unreality is introduced to Creation, don’t ask any Hollywood moguls!  

They were killed by camouflaged snipers on their way to kindergarten. 

It’s an Open secret in Jerusalem; ‘Or, is light in the semitic languages’. 

Neo-Nazi experiments, creating dumbed-down worker bees, bot-clones,  

virtual reality, 5G keeps all eyes on you; androids, remote-control drones.  

Not taking-over from the Bee keepers on this Human-Animal Farm in 2024. 

Don’t want us connecting to our higher spiritual selves, ~ keeping us in Fear. 

Don’t want Astrophysical phenomena ~ bending time at your stargate portal. 

Want to keep you in an inhuman state aka. Palestinian Concentration camp 

while they invest in, invent algorithms in silicon valley and artificial-irreality  

in their inhuman, crypto Palantir, palaces of Riyadh, killing-off our nature 

* 

High Brahman Fuzzy-Logic 

“We have to be in the war to promote our weapons!” 

Temptations from the fallen angel of life * light. 

Babes playing with rats and snakes, smiling. 

“The people are full of guilt, they need God” 

‘If you can make the monster dance’ 

“There is no poverty in India!” 

You’ll get your just reward 
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